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Localization of an Ultrasonic Sound Source with
DSP
Linnéa Claeson (E-12), Björn Hansson (BME-11), Erik Ikdal (BME-11) William
Rosengren (BME-11)

Abstract—Four receivers in an array where used to
localise the direction of a source generating ultrasonic
signals. The time delays of the incoming wave to the
receivers were calculated, to determine the incoming angle.
181 discrete angles were analysed using a general cross
correlation function, to determine in which direction the
source was.
The algorithm was first tested with an offline implementation using MatLab and simulated signals. Then a realtime implementation was done in C on a Digital Signal
Processor. The Görtzel algorithm was used to transform
the signals into the frequency domain.
The offline implementation was very accurate in calculating the incoming angle. The real-time implementation
worked satisfactory, but had its flaws for signals coming
in from the sides of the array. It worked very well for
signals coming in perpendicular to the array.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Source localisation is a common problem in the
field of signal processing. The ability to find out
where a certain signal has its origin is applied in
applications such as radar, GPS and sonar. Though
the end result is the same there exists several
different methods to achieve these results.
The most direct approach to the problem is multilateration which derives the position of a source
by using the TDOA (Time Delay Of Arrival) of a
signal to sensors at different positions. This method
requires great accuracy when finding the TDOA
between the different sensors which is often not a
simple task.
One situation where this is difficult is when
detecting audio signals in reverberant environments
such as indoor locations. An algorithm that has been
shown to be effective under those circumstances
is the SRP-PHAT (Steered Response Power Phase
Transform) which uses GCC (Generalized CrossCorrelation) to evaluate how likely it is a signal
originated from a certain direction or position.
This project aims to implement SRP-PHAT to
localise from which direction an ultrasonic signal
is arriving by using an array of small ultrasonic
microphones. This will be done on a DSP (Digital
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Signal Processor) that will process and determine
the signal direction of arrival in real time. SRPPHAT has previously been used to determine
the direction of arrival of audio signals but this
has usually been done in the audible spectrum
and not the ultrasonic. Thus this project will see
how well it performs under these circumstances.
Since a DSP is limited in both processing power
and memory it will also be necessary to optimise
the implementation of the algorithm so it can be
executed in real time.

cos(θ) =

dw
dr

(1)

Knowing the propagation speed of sound it is possible to determine the difference in time of arrival,
tT ODA , at the two receivers with the following
equation
dw
c
where c is the speed of sound.
tT ODA =

(2)

B. The generalized cross correlation
II. T HEORY

As shown by [4], one measure of how similar two
signals are, is to use cross-correlation. The general
cross correlation can be used for this purpose. The
cross-correlation of two signals xp (t) and xq (t) is
defined as:
Z ∞
x?p (t) · xq (t + τ )dt
rp,q (τ ) =
(3)

A. Time of delayed arrival

To determine the position of a source emitting
sound waves multiple receivers can be used. By
comparing how long it takes for the signal to arrive
at two separate receivers, it is possible to determine
its incoming angle. This is based on the assumption
−∞
that the sound waves act as plane waves, which is
?
true as long as they are sufficiently far away from where xp (t) is the complex conjugate of the signal
xp (t). Equation (3) has its largest value when the
the receivers.
correct value of τ is selected:
S

τp,q = arg max(rp,q (τ ))
τ

dw θ
R1 R2 R3
dr

R4

(4)

By applying an optimal filter on the signals xp and
xq it is possible to minimize reverberations from the
receiver signals. Using a filter on equation (3) leads
to the general cross-correlation equation (5).
Z

∞

x?p (t) ? gp? · xq (t + τ ) ? gq dt

rp,q (τ ) =

(5)

−∞

Fig. 1: The sound waves propagating from the
source S to the receivers R1-R4

In the frequency domain equation (5) becomes:
Z

∞

Xp? (ω)G?p (ω)Xq (ω)Gq (ω)e−jwτ dω

rp,q (τ ) =

Figure 1 illustrates how TODA can be used to
localize a sound source. Four receivers R1-R4 are
placed with the same length interval (dr ) along the
same axis. The source, S, generates sound waves
which will arrive at the receivers with different
time delays. θ shows the incoming angle of the
sound waves. By using the cosine relationship (1),
the distance between two incoming sound waves, where
or wave length, (dw ) can be calculated.

Z−∞
∞
=
Z−∞
∞
=

G?p (ω)Gq (ω)Xp? (ω)Xq (ω)e−jwτ dω
ψp,q (ω)Xp? (ω)Xq (ω)e−jwτ dω

−∞

(6)

ψp,q (ω) = G?p (ω)Gq (ω)

(7)
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An ideal filter should remove all reverberations,
thus:
ψp,q (ω) =

1
H(ω)

τest = arg max
(8)

XZ

s

(p,q)

∞

ψp,q (ω)H(ω)S ? (ω)∗

−∞

∗ S(ω)e−jwτ (p,q,s) dω (12)

where H(ω) is the cascaded filter for the sensor
signals xp and xq .
D. Görtzel algorithm
It is usually difficult to find the optimal filter.
Therefore it is crucial to find a filter suited for the Computing a signal in the frequency domain can be
done by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
specific algorithm. A filter often used is:
This is relatively easy to implement but there are
other algorithms which can for a limited amount
1
(9) of frequencies compute the frequency transform
ψp,q (ω) =
?
| Xp (ω)Xq (ω) |
faster than the FFT. In this project, the signals
The filter has been known for a long time but it was used consisted of seven specific frequencies and
[2] who described why it was possible to implement therefore the Görtzel algorithm should be faster
the filter efficiently. The filter is quite useful in than the FFT. One of those algorithms is the
environments with low noise and high reverberation. Görtzel algorithm. The FFT has a time complexity
of O(N log2 (N )) and the Görtzel algorithm has
a time complexity of O(KN ), where K is the
C. GCC-PHAT and SRP-PHAT
number of frequency bins calculated and N is the
As described by [5], taking the sum of the GCC for buffer length[1]. Thus if 2K < N the Görtzel will
all microphone pairs, the source position can finally be more effective than the FFT.
be estimated. To determine the delay between two
separate microphones, the following equation can The Görtzel algorithm firstly uses a recursive equabe used:
tion, shown below,
τ (p, q, s) =

|| p − s || − || q − s ||
c

(10)

s(n) = x(n) + 2 ∗ cos(2 ∗ π ∗ f ) ∗ s(n − 1) − s(n − 2)
(13)
where p and q are the positions of the receiver
where x(n) is the signal. After the initial calculasignals, s the position of the source and c the speed
tions, the transform to the frequency domain is then
of sound.
calculated by the equation stated below.
Since the position of the source is unknown, all
y(n) = s(n) − e−jwπ ∗ s(n − 1)
(14)
locations for which it is possible for the source to
be must be searched. In order to make this possible, The algorithm is performed for each frequency of
the area is restricted or divided into circle sections interest.
with a constant section angle. The highest value
generated by (12) should be the position closest to
III. H ARDWARE
the source.
A SHARC ADSP-21262 was used, which is a
small signal processor that processes the signals
Z ∞
in real-time and has a wide range of power and
τp,q = arg max
ψp,q (ω)H(ω)S ? (ω)∗
s
computational capabilities.
−∞
−jwτ (p,q,s)
∗ S(ω)e
dω (11)
This type of signal processor has many applications,
Using the equation below the TODA which max- from telecommunications to the automotive
imizes the estimation of τ can be calculated. The industry, to biometric and medical applications. It
TODA can then be used to determine the angle of is small and portable, relatively fast with separate
the incoming sound wave.
program and data memory, multiple memory
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banks and buses and separate data and address A. Construction of signals in MatLab
computation.
The synthetic signals were constructed with the use
of an incoming angle. A vector containing four
Things to consider when using a small signal receiver signals was created using the relationship
processor like this are that its size in memory stated in equation (1). One receiver was thought of
is limited and there is no virtual memory. It has having no time delay. The other receivers’ respective
additional limitations in the operating system, its time delays in relation to the first receiver could then
threading capabilities and the run-time library.
be calculated using:
The processor used for this project has 200 MHz
maximum core frequency, 2 Mibit memory, 4 Mibit
volatile flash memory, dual processing units and 32
bit computational units.
A Texas Instruments TLVAIC audio codec was
used for converting the signal from analog to digital.

tdelay = n ∗ Fs ∗ cos θ ∗ dr /c

(15)

where n is the difference in receiver index between
receiver p and the original receiver q (n=1, 2 or
3). Fs is the sampling frequency, θ the incoming
angle of the sound waves, dr the distance of the
receivers, c the speed of sound. tdelay is then given
To communicate with the processor, two stereo au- in number of samples.
dio inputs, one stereo audio output, a 4-key keypad
and six LEDs where mounted on the hardware case. The signals were modeled as having seven discrete
Four Knowles SPU0410LR5H microphones were frequencies. With this number of frequencies the
placed in an array, distanced 7.62 mm between Görtzel algorithm was the most efficient way to
them. The microphones’ sensitivity is shown in perfomr the phase transfor.
figure 2 [3].
B. Creation of angular delays
The GCC algorithm is based on comparing different
TODA with the signal receiver. An angular delay
vector, τ , was calculated for 180° in steps of 1°.
τ (θ) =

Fig. 2: Microphone sensitivity

IV. O FFLINE I MPLEMENTATION
The first part of implementation of the location
sorting algorithms consisted of doing an offline
implementation using MatLab. In the MatLab
implementation simulated signals were used. The
synthetically constructed signals were run through
the MatLab script and the answer was presented as
a graph showing the most likely source angle. In
order to do this, TDOA was calculated for different
angles and then used when calculating the GCC
for the signal. The MatLab code can be found in A .

Fs
∗ dr ∗ cos θ, θ ∈ [0, π]
c

(16)

C. Calculation of the cost function
The cost functions for the receiver pairs 1-2, 2-3, 34, 1-3, 2-4 and 1-4 were calculated using the GCC
function, the synthesized signals and the angular
delay vector τ . The values obtained for each receiver
pair from the GCC for each angle were added up
and the angle for which the value was the largest
was assumed to be the best angle estimation.
V. O NLINE I MPLEMENTATION
The implementation on the DSP was made in the C
programming language. The DSP has limitations in
both memory and processing power which makes
it necessary to make adjustments in computation
complexity in order for the DSP to be able to
process the incoming data. This part will focus
on the changes of the implementation made in C
with regard to the MatLab implementation of the
algorithms. The source code for the C program can
be found in B.
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A. Parameter initiation
The number of frequencies and the number of
angles of the τ vector were defined to be seven
and 181 respectively. The weighting variable α was
defined to be 0.95.
In order to save computation time global variables
were computed at the start of each session.
First seven discrete frequencies for which the
DSP could localise were initiated. For the Görtzel
algorithm the K values were computed. The K
values are the normalized frequencies’ integer
indices. The ω vector contained the normalised
frequencies.

C. Data processing
When the data had been collected the signals were
transformed using the Görtzel algorithm. The calculation of the GCC was divided into two parts. In
the first part the following was calculated
GCCconst = ψp,q ∗ Xp (ω) ∗ Xq? (ω) ∗ e−jωτ

(17)

1
and τ is the vector with
where ψp,q = |Xp (ω)∗X
?
q (ω)|
different angular delays. GCCconst is computing
by updating the current value by using α times the
older value and 1 − α of the current value. This
is performed to get a more stable value over the
iteration.

The TDOA vector τ was computed using the number of angles.
After the calculation of these values the entire GCC
was calculated for the different angular delays. As
the GCC was calculated for the 181 angles, the
B. Data collection
The major difference of the online implementation largest value of the GCC was updated. When the
compared to the offline implementation is the fact GCC for all angles had been computed, the resulting
that data is continuously collected and processed largest angle was used to light the diodes in the DSP
panel.
in the online implementation.
The datapoints were collected from four channels in
blocks of 512 samples and the signal was sampled at
48 000 Hz. Each block was then processed through
the algorithm as a new block simultaneously was
being collected. The microphone array can be seen
in figure 3.

D. Dynamic LED setting
A function in the program used the angle calculated in the algorithm part to light one of the
six LEDs mounted on the DSP. The angle from
the algorithm was compared to six angle sections
sx , s1 ∈ [0, 30]...s6 ∈ [151, 180].The diode lighting
procedure was updating each time a new block had
been processed.

E. Sound source
Using the Görtzel algorithm seven frequencies were
defined in the ultrasonic range as the frequencies
to look for. Signals containing either one or all
of the seven frequencies were used when trying
to localize the sound source. Using a 512 bin the
Fig. 3: The array of the ultrasonic sensitive micro- resolution of each of the frequencies had a range of
phones.
fr = 48000/512 = 93.75Hz. fr is the range in Hz
the signal can have and still be considered the same
frequency in the Görtzel algorithm.
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VI. R ESULTS
A. Offline implementation

B. Online implementation
It was possible to implement the algorithms with
the DSP. When using a source signal of all seven
frequencies defined in the Görtzel, the LEDs on the
DSP could roughly show the direction of the sound
source and they did change when the sound source
moved. When only using one of those frequencies
the DSP was not able to produce the right answer.
The time resolution was good enough to get real
time updating of the LED setting.
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The localization estimation improved when all six
combinations of cost function calculations were
implemented compared to when only calculating the
three pairs next to each other. By experimenting
Fig. 4: The cost function as a function of different with different values of α, a value of 0.95 seemed
angles with θ = 20
to give the best result.
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The algorithm was successfully implemented in
MatLab. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the
cost function for 181 angles with θ = 20°. The
distribution of the cost function shows that the
values for smaller angles are quite similar.
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VII. D ISCUSSION
The offline implementation showed itself to be very
accurate when using 181 angles. The cost function
plots 4 and 5 gives the right answer. At smaller
incoming angles the distribution was not as well
defined making it somewhat harder to pick out the
exact right angle.

Using the DSP it was possible to get the LEDs to
change when the source moved. At the edges (for
values close to 0° or close to 180°) it did not give
as accurate answers as it did when θ had values
in the middle of the angular spectrum. This could
be explained by the phenomenon showed with
the synthetic signals used in MatLab. As figure 4
shows, the distribution cost function is broader for
the higher values of the cost function compared
to 5. Given that the DSP will add some noise and
Fig. 5: The cost function as a function of different
reflections of sound waves, it might give an answer
angles with θ = 60
which is not as accurate for smaller or larger values
.
of θ.
In figure 5 the distribution of the cost function for
θ = 60° is plotted. The distribution of high values One explanation for the results of using seven
is more narrow compared to the smaller angle seen frequencies compared to one could be that the
range in the Görtzel algorithm is quite narrow
in 4.
when using the settings in this algorithm. If the
frequency played is not exactly right or the DSP
records shifted frequencies, the algorithm will
not be able to handle the data and therefore give
the wrong answer. If, however, more frequencies
are used it is more likely that at least one of the
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frequencies are right and that the algorithm will
give the right answer.
When implementing the cross-correlation for all six
microphone pairs and not only the three microphones next to each other the results got better. This
could indicate that adding more microphones would
improve the results even further.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This project shows that it is possible to implement
a sound source localization algorithm on a DSP.
Adding on more microphones would most likely
improve the source localization.
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A PPENDIX A
M AT L AB C ODE
clear all
x0 = textread('x0.txt');
x1 = textread('x1.txt');
x2 = textread('x2.txt');
x3 = textread('x3.txt');
NOA = 181;
Fs = 48000;
c = 354000;
MicDist = 7.62;
freqs = [500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 18000];

NFFT = 512;
K = round(NFFT*freqs/Fs);
omega = 2*pi*K/NFFT;
for k = 0:NOA-1
tau(k+1) = MicDist*cosd(k)*Fs/c;
end
for k = 1:length(K)
X0(k) = (goetzel(x0,K(k),NFFT));
X1(k) = (goetzel(x1,K(k),NFFT));
X2(k) = (goetzel(x2,K(k),NFFT));
X3(k) = (goetzel(x3,K(k),NFFT));
end

gcc_con01 = gcc_const(X0, X1);
gcc_con12 = gcc_const(X1, X2);
gcc_con23 = gcc_const(X2, X3);
for k=1:NOA
J01(k) = gcc_c(gcc_con01, omega, tau(k));
J12(k) = gcc_c(gcc_con12, omega, tau(k));
J23(k) = gcc_c(gcc_con23, omega, tau(k));
end
J = J01+J12+J23;
find(J==max(J))
hold on
plot(0:180,J,'b')
hold off
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A PPENDIX B
C C ODE
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<signal.h>
<sysreg.h>
<processor_include.h>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<complex.h>
<trans.h>

#include "framework.h"
#define NOF 7
#define NOA 181
float pi = 3.14159265359;
float omega[NOF], tau_1[NOA], tau_2[NOA], tau_3[NOA];
float inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE = 1.0/DSP_BLOCK_SIZE;
int K[NOF];
float const alpha = 0.95;
float const alpha_remain = 0.05;
complex_float G01[NOF], G02[NOF], G03[NOF], G12[NOF], G13[NOF], G23[NOF];
float storeaudio[DSP_BLOCK_SIZE];
// Goertzel when using left part of a sample_t pointer
complex_float goertzel_left(sample_t x_in[], int Q)
{
float c = cos(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE);
float s_2 = 0;
float s_1 = 0;
float s_tmp;
complex_float y;
int k;
for (k = 0; k < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; k++) {
s_tmp = x_in[k].left;
s_tmp += 2*c*s_1-s_2;
s_2 = s_1;
s_1 = s_tmp;
}
y.re = cos(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE)*s_1-s_2;
y.im = sin(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE)*s_1;
return y;
}
// Goertzel when using right part of a sample_t pointer
complex_float goertzel_right(sample_t x_in[], int Q)
{
float c = cos(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE);
float s_2 = 0;
float s_1 = 0;
s_1 += 2*c*s_2;
float s_tmp;
complex_float y;
int k;
for (k = 0; k < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; k++) {
s_tmp = x_in[k].right;
s_tmp += 2*c*s_1-s_2;
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s_2 = s_1;
s_1 = s_tmp;
}
y.re = cos(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE)*s_1-s_2;
y.im = sin(2*pi*Q*inv_DSP_BLOCK_SIZE)*s_1;
return y;
}

void calc_gcc_const(complex_float X_p[], complex_float X_q[],complex_float gcc_const[], complex_float G[
{
float psi;
complex_float mic_mult;
int k;
for(k = 0; k < NOF; k++){
mic_mult = cmltf(X_p[k], conjf(X_q[k]));
psi = 1/cabsf(mic_mult);
gcc_const[k].re = alpha_remain*psi*mic_mult.re + alpha*G[k].re;
gcc_const[k].im = alpha_remain*psi*mic_mult.im + alpha*G[k].im;
G[k].re = gcc_const[k].re;
G[k].im = gcc_const[k].im;
}
}
float gcc(float t, complex_float gcc_const[])
{
/* X_p is the the incoming signal for one microphone.
X_q is the conjugate of the other microphone in the pair
tau is the time delay for a given angle
omega is the frequency vector with the frequencies of interest
psi is the vector containing the result of the calcPsi function*/
int k;
complex_float J;
J.re = 0;
J.im = 0;
for (k = 0; k < NOF; k++) {
float tmp_cos = cos(omega[k]*t);
float tmp_sin = sin(omega[k]*t);
J.re = J.re + tmp_cos*gcc_const[k].re-tmp_sin*gcc_const[k].im;
J.im = J.im + tmp_cos*gcc_const[k].im+tmp_sin*gcc_const[k].re;
}
return cabsf(J);
}
void set_leds(float angle)
{
if(angle<31)
{
dsp_set_leds(0x01);
}else if(angle<61)
{
dsp_set_leds(0x02);
}else if (angle<91)
{
dsp_set_leds(0x04);
}else if(angle<121)
{
dsp_set_leds(0x08);
}else if(angle<151)
{
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dsp_set_leds(0x10);
}else if(angle<180)
{
dsp_set_leds(0x20);
}
}
void printToFile_right(sample_t *audio_block, char filename[])
{
printf("writing file...");
int m;
for(m = 0; m < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; m++) {
storeaudio[m] = (float) audio_block[m].right;
}
FILE *fp_audio;
fp_audio = fopen(filename, "w");
for(m = 0; m < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; m++) {
fprintf(fp_audio, "%f\n", storeaudio[m]);
}
fclose(fp_audio);
printf("done!\n");
}
void printToFile_left(sample_t *audio_block, char filename[])
{
printf("writing file...");
int m;
for(m = 0; m < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; m++) {
storeaudio[m] = (float) audio_block[m].left;
}
FILE *fp_audio;
fp_audio = fopen(filename, "w");
for(m = 0; m < DSP_BLOCK_SIZE; m++) {
fprintf(fp_audio, "%f\n", storeaudio[m]);
}
fclose(fp_audio);
printf("done!\n");
}
void process(int sig)
{
// Retreive audio samples
sample_t *audioin01 = dsp_get_audio_01();
sample_t *audioin23 = dsp_get_audio_23();
// Fourier transform of real audio samples
complex_float X_0[NOF], X_1[NOF], X_2[NOF], X_3[NOF];
int k;
for (k = 0; k < NOF; k++) {
X_0[k] = goertzel_right(audioin01, K[k]);
X_1[k] = goertzel_left(audioin01, K[k]);
X_2[k] = goertzel_right(audioin23, K[k]);
X_3[k] = goertzel_left(audioin23, K[k]);
}

// Calculate constants needed for gcc
complex_float gcc_const_01[NOF], gcc_const_12[NOF], gcc_const_23[NOF], gcc_const_02[NOF], gcc_const_
calc_gcc_const(X_0, X_1, gcc_const_01, G01);
calc_gcc_const(X_1, X_2, gcc_const_12, G12);
calc_gcc_const(X_2, X_3, gcc_const_23, G23);
calc_gcc_const(X_0, X_2, gcc_const_02, G02);
calc_gcc_const(X_0, X_3, gcc_const_03, G03);
calc_gcc_const(X_1, X_3, gcc_const_13, G13);
// Calculate cost function
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float J = 0;;
float max = 0;
int angle;
float J_tmp;

for (k = 0; k < NOA; k++) {
J = gcc(tau_1[k], gcc_const_01) + gcc(tau_1[k], gcc_const_12) + gcc(tau_1[k], gcc_const_23) + gc
if (J > max) {
max = J;
angle = k;
}
}
//printf("angle = %d\n", angle);
set_leds(angle);
//Set filenames and print to file
/*
char fname0[] = "data_from_dsp_0.txt";
char fname1[] = "data_from_dsp_1.txt";
char fname2[] = "data_from_dsp_2.txt";
char fname3[] = "data_from_dsp_3.txt";
printToFile_left(audioin01, fname0);
printToFile_right(audioin01, fname1);
printToFile_left(audioin23, fname2);
printToFile_right(audioin23, fname3);
exit(0);*/

}
void init_const(void)
{
float freqs[NOF] = {17000, 17500, 18000, 18500, 19000, 19500, 20000};
float inv_fs = 1.0/DSP_SAMPLE_RATE;
// Initialize K and omega
int k;
for (k = 0; k < NOF; k++) {
K[k] = floor(freqs[k]*DSP_BLOCK_SIZE*inv_fs+0.5);
omega[k] = freqs[k]*2*pi*inv_fs;
}
// Initialize tau
float mic_dist = 7.62;
float inv_c = 1.0/354000;
float pi_inv_noa = pi/NOA;
for (k = 0; k < NOA; k++) {
tau_1[k] = mic_dist*cos(k*pi_inv_noa)*DSP_SAMPLE_RATE*inv_c;
tau_2[k] = 2*tau_1[k];
tau_3[k] = 3*tau_1[k];
}
}
void main()
{
// Set up the DSP framework
//
dsp_init();
// Initialize tau and omega
init_const();
/*
*
*
*

Register interrupt handlers:
SIG_SP1: The audio callback
SIG_USR0: The keyboard callback
SIG_TMZ: The timer callback
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*/
interrupt(SIG_SP1, process);
// Enable the DSP framework
dsp_start();
// Everything is handled by the interrupt handlers, so just put an empty
// idle-loop here. If not, the program falls back to an equivalent idle-loop
// in the run-time library when main() returns.
for(;;) {
idle();
}
}

